Fireflies Class
Topic Web: Autumn 2
English

Knowledge and Understanding of the World
Science: Our focus this half term will be Living Things and their Habitats. We will be focusing on the
differences in the life cycles of a mammal, an amphibian, an insect and a bird; describe the life process of
reproduction in some plants and animals.
History and Geography: Ancient Greece - compare some of the times studied with those of the other areas
of interest around the world including Ancient Greece, describe and understand key aspects of human

Theme: Narrative

geography, including: types of settlement and land use, economic activity including trade links, and the

Core text: Percy Jackson and the Lightning

distribution of natural resources including energy

Thief

Art & DT: Sculpture - Show life-like qualities and real life proportions or, if more abstract, provoke

Cross-curricular writing link: Ancient Greece

different interpretations; use tools to carve and add shapes, texture and pattern; combine visual and

Handwriting: to focus on joining letters

tactile qualities; use frameworks (such as wire or moulds) to provide stability and form

Daily guided reading sessions: broadening
vocabulary, and discussing the authors’ use of

Music – continuing with peripatetic lessons

language

RE: Islam – The Ka’bab and the Hajj

Weekly reading: children are expected to read

ICT: Improve My Web Detective Skills: consider the

at home at least four times a week, with parents
signing their reading records. This is checked

Main Topic for this Half Term:

Ancient Greece

weekly.

difference between the Internet and the World
Wide Web

Personal & Social Development
Working Together
Numeracy

Number – Multiplication and Division:

If you have any questions or queries please don’t
hesitate to come and see Miss Cannon.

-

Multiples

-

Factors

-

Common Factors

-

Prime Numbers

Talk about their day; discuss friendships and

-

Square & Cube Numbers

peaceful ways to sort out problems. Read on a

-

Multiply and Divide by 10, 100, 1000

regular basis together, and question as your child

-

Multiples of 10, 100, and 1000

reads to you. Help them move their reading rocket

Perimeter and Area
-

Measure Perimeter
Calculate Perimeter
Area of Rectangles
Area of Compound and Irregular Shapes

HOW YOU CAN HELP YOUR CHILD

up each week! Enjoy spending time with your child
helping them with their half-termly homework
project. Practise using maths in real life situations.
Help with weekly spellings and homework.

PE:
Hockey
Gymnastics
Please make sure your child’s kit is in school all
week.

